
RULES Reference
Character Creation

First, choose one or two weapons for your character to wield. Your weapon will determine how
much damage (D) you deal in combat: small weapons like daggers and slings deal 1d4 damage.
Two-handed ranged weapons like bows and crossbows deal 1d6 damage. One-handed melee
weapons like longswords and maces deal 1d8 damage. (A small or one-handed melee weapon
wielded in the character's o!-hand a!ords a +1 bonus to damage rolls.) Two-handed melee
weapons like greatswords and halberds deal 1d10 damage.

Second, choose your character's armor. "e type of armor you wear will determine your starting
armor class (AC). A lower AC means better protection but reduced agility. Your character begins
with a set of clothes in addition to whichever armor you choose (clothes furnish an AC of 9).
Leather, fur, or hide armor furnishes an AC of 7; chain or scale mail, an AC of 5; plate armor, an
AC of 3. Wearing a shield lowers a character's AC by 1; the shield can also be sacrificed to absorb
one direct hit.

!ird, roll for hit points. Your character starts with 1d4 hit dice (HD or level) and has a number
of hit points (hp) equal to 1d8 per HD. A 1 HD character, then, will have between 1 and 8 hit
points, whereas a character with 3 HD will have between 3 and 24. Your HD may increase as
you adventure and attain higher levels of power and skill (see Advancement). An overnight rest
fully restores the hit points of all characters who are not dead.

Fourth, choose a special knack for your character:

• Assassin's Strike: Attacks made against unaware enemies always deal maximum damage plus
damage equal to the attacker's HD.

• Barbarian's Rage: "e character may enter a furious trance in battle, receiving a +1d4 bonus
to all rolls during combat but necessarily attacking the closest target (friend or foe) to her
starting position each turn. "e trance ends at the end of combat.

• Cleric's Abjuration: "e character is favored by a deity who despises a certain type of creature
(undead, demonic, etc.); once per day, she may channel the deity to repel all nearby creatures
of that type whose HD is equal to or below her own (or instead to outright destroy all nearby
creatures of that type whose HD is half of her own or below).

• Fighter's Acumen: When the character defeats an enemy with a melee attack, she may
immediately make another such attack against an enemy within melee range.

• Paladin's Mercy: "e character is favored by a deity who allows her restore 1d8 hit points plus
hit points equal to her HD to herself or another nearby character. A short rest replenishes
this ability.

• Psionicist's Mind: "e character has the ability to telepathically move small objects she can
see; a short rest replenishes this ability. Once per day, she can also read the thoughts of (or
project her own thoughts into the mind of ) another character of equal or lower HD.

• Ranger's Companion: "e character is accompanied at all times by a loyal animal. Each round
of combat, the player may choose for either the character or her animal companion to act.

• !ief 's Agility: "e character receives a +1d4 bonus to stealth and stunt rolls and physical
saving throws.

• Wizard's Sorcery: "e character may cast a number of arcane spells per day equal to her level
plus one. She may only cast spells of a level equal to or less than her own HD. ("e character
must not be carrying, holding, or wearing anything made of metal, including weapons and
armor.)

Finally, choose a background for your character and give him or her a name.

Combat and Exploration

Initiative: At the beginning of each round of combat, each side rolls 1d12; combatants on the
side with the higher result take their turns first, then the other sides act in descending order.
Combatants on a side may take their turns in any order. Once all sides have acted, a new round
begins. If one or more sides is surprised, its combatants don't get to act during the first combat
round.

Attack: Roll 1d20 and add your target's AC plus your HD; if the result is equal to or greater than
20, you have hit the enemy and must now roll to determine how much damage you inflict.
Attack rolls in which the die shows a 20 represent critical hits and are always successful; critical
hits result in the target's immediate defeat. Attack rolls in which the die shows a 1 are never
successful and may result in a dangerous or embarrassing mishap. Attacks against targets
incapable of defending themselves (unconscious, unaware, bound, etc.) are automatically
successful.

Damage: After you've hit an opponent, roll your damage die and deduct the result from the
target's hit points. If a character's damage roll shows a 1, the character may opt to deal no
damage and instead maneuver herself or the attack's target to a new position within her attack
range (provided that the character is wielding a melee weapon).

Defeat: When combatants fall to or below 0 hit points, they are defeated. "e fate of defeated
enemies (death, capture, etc.) is up to the player. When characters are defeated, roll 1d4: on a roll
of 1, the character is irrevocably dead. Any other result indicates that the character is
unconscious and will come to with 1d8 hit points at the end of the players' next turn. Any
damage dealt to an unconscious character will result in death.

Stunts and Saving !rows: To perform an acrobatic, athletic, or stealthy action or to escape a trap
or magical e!ect, roll 1d20 and add the character's AC and HD; if the result equals or exceeds
20, she is successful. (If a magical e!ect threatens a character's mind—hypnotism, possession, or
the like—do not add the character's AC to the saving throw.) Traps that are not evaded deal 1d8
damage, 2d8 damage, or 3d8 damage, depending on their lethality.

Advancement

Experience: To gain a HD, a character must successfully take part in (and survive!) a number of
adventures equal to her current number of HD.


